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CMC Corporate Profile

Introduction
CMC Engineering and Management Ltd. is an employee-owned engineering 
consulting firm specializing in design processing engineering, procurement, 
project management, as well as operational needs of the bulk material handling, 
grain, wood pellets, feed and cruise ship industry and operational needs of the 
food and grain industry.

The company was founded in 1990 by a group of senior material handling and 
grain industry engineers based in Vancouver, BC. Since its inception, CMC 
Engineering Group Ltd. has continued to evolve, expanding and diversifying its 
consulting and project management services in response to the evolving needs 
of the industry.

The company’s engineering services are highly integrated with its logistics, food 
processing, material handling and automation software development services. 

CMC Engineering Group Ltd. continues to be a highly respected and innovative 
consulting and project management firm within the malting, feedmill, grain  han-
dling and emerging value-added sectors of the grain and biomass industry. 
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Lucio B. Sacchetti
President and Chief Executive Officer
CMC Engineering Group Ltd. and CMC Engineering and 
Management Ltd.

Mr. Sacchetti is responsible for the creation and management of 
this unique, highly qualified and multi-disciplinary CMC Engineering 
Group Team.

He brings over forty years of experience in integrated plant design 
and construction, including all of the phases - from planning, design, 
construction and commissioning - and the overall project manage-
ment associate.  His particular strengths lie in upgrading and auto-
mating material handling facilities, in particular grain handling and 
processing plants, to maximize efficiency and reliability, with a net end 
result of significantly reduced operating costs.

He has previously held a diversity of senior management positions 
in the engineering consulting sector, and has taken charge of many 
comprehensive and complex projects from conceptual planning 
through to plant commissioning and start-up.  His achievements in 
this sector, ranging from junior engineer to Vice-President of a larger 
engineering firm, are notable. 

Michel Vander Noot
Vice-President
CMC Engineering and Management Ltd.

Mr. Vander Noot oversees all technical aspects of the company.

Having been involved in the design and implementation of large 
projects since 1973, his experience covers a wide variety of projects 
including full industrial facilities, custom designed machinery, new 
installations, retrofits and maintenance.

His strength lies in the ability to provide solutions tailored each indi-
vidual application.  Maintainability, constructability, cost, and perfor-
mance are all considered during development and implementation of 
the processes.

Mr. Vander Noot is also in charge of the development of CMC’s cus-
tom designed passenger gangway systems for the cruise ship indus-
try.  These gangways, in use in both North America and Europe, allow 
for the rapid and safe transfer of passengers to and from vessels.  
They operate in an unattended manner and adapt themselves to a 
wider range of vessels than previously possible.

Our People
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Our Strengths
Services offered by the company cover all phases of project work from pre-fea-
sibility studies, technical due diligence reports, through design, management, 
and on to final implementation.  A unique feature of the company is its wide 
variety of disciplines offered:  pre-feasibility studies, technical/economic feasibil-
ity studies, PPP agreements in various forms of delivery, operating and capital 
cost analysis, total engineering services, basic process design, and application 
software for overall facility management systems.

The principals and key personnel of CMC Engineering Group Ltd. have con-
siderable experience both in their own individual fields of expertise, and also 
in working as a team on some of the most innovative projects in the agrifood 
sectors on six continents in the last twenty-two years.

Average projects (capital expenditures) for CMC Engineering Group Ltd. per-
sonnel are in the $20 million to $40 million range, and have ranged from under 
one million dollars up to the $110 million, with the largest project of $250 million 
executed in India for the GOI for food grain storage and logistics.

Average projects in the provision of studies and reports throughout the world 
have ranged from $100,000 to over $2.5 million.

The principals and key staff of CMC Engineering Group Ltd. have been recruit-
ed and organized to offer the following attributes:

u  The ability, based on proven experience, to confidently undertake 
      complex and extensive projects requiring multi-disciplinary operations.

u  The ability to define the required resources and then to properly manage 
      them even under difficult conditions.

u  The ability to recognize when changes are required and when they are not, 
      and to adapt successfully to these conditions.

u  The ability to blend into the client’s operations in order to best represent the 
      latter’s interests during the execution of the work.

CMC Engineering Group Ltd. specializes in the engineering of industrial facili-
ties, particularly bulk material handling and logistics, food processing plants, 
and industrial plants.

CMC believes in supplying superior and comprehensive services to its clients, 
and in providing leadership and taking responsibility for the overall development 
and performance of the end product.

CMC Corporate Profile3.0
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Technical-Economic Feasibility Studies
u  Definition of Objectives
u  Identification of Appropriate Technology
u  Opportunities for Technology Enhancement
u  Process Research and Development
u  Technology Risk/Benefit Appraisals
u  PPP Agreements in Various Forms of Delivery
u  Due Diligence / Technical Audits

Business Analysis and Planning
u  Cost Management
u  Procurement and Expediting
u  Contracts: preparation and administration
u  Schedules: preparation and monitoring
u  Organizing and Manpower/Staffing
u  Quality Control
u  Regulatory Compliance

Project Planning, Conceptual and Preliminary Design
u  Project Objectives
u  Define Scope of Work
u  Estimates and Budgets
u  Schedules
u  Contracts Strategy

Design Engineering
u  Evaluation of Alternative Design
u  Concepts
u  Identify Impact of New Technology on Conventional Total System/  
      Facility Designs
u  Cost/Benefit Studies
u  Evaluation of Environmental and Regulatory Compliance Factors
u  Detail Comparisons of Primary Alternatives
u  Identification of Time and Cost Objectives

Project and Construction Management
u  Construction Engineering
u  Contracts Administration
u  Schedule Monitoring
u  Construction Cost Control
u  Quality Control
u  Field/Site Services Management

Services offered by the firm 
include all phases of project 
development, from inception 
through to full implementation, 
including:

u  Pre-feasibility Studies
u  Due Diligence Technical 
      and Financial Reports
u  Technical / Economic 
      Feasibility Studies
u  PPP Agreements
u  Conceptual Planning
u  Preliminary Design
u  Project Planning
u  Project Management
u  Design Engineering
u  Management Systems

CMCEM’s SERVICES

CMC Corporate Profile
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u  Site Accounting
u  Claims and Extras
u  Control
u  Negotiation

Plant Automation
u  Power Distribution 
u  Motor Control Centers 
u Field Instrumentation 
u  PLC Systems 
u  Human-Machine Interfaces
u  Operations Automation
u  Operations Support Data Systems
 

Services offered by the firm include 
all phases of project development, 
from inception through to full imple-
mentation, including:

u  Pre-feasibility Studies
u  Due Diligence Technical and 
      Financial Reports
u  Technical / Economic Feasibility 
      Studies
u  PPP Agreements
u  Conceptual Planning
u  Preliminary Design
u  Project Planning
u  Project Management
u  Design Engineering
u  Management Systems

CMCEM’s SERVICES

CMC Corporate Profile
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Project:  Grain Terminal
Client:  Prince Rupert Grain Ltd.
Location: Prince Rupert, British Columbia, Canada

Senior members of CMC Engineering Group Ltd.’s staff 
were deeply involved in the original development, de-
sign and commissioning of this world class grain export 
terminal in Prince Rupert, B.C. between 1980 and 1985.  
Prince Rupert Grain Ltd. has now selected CMC Auto-
mation Solutions Ltd. for the technological upgrade of 
the control systems. 

Terminal Elevator #2 (New)

u Design, Supervision of Installation, and Commissioning

 - Process systems.
 - Electrical power distribution system.
 - Sea dock shipping systems.
 - Large scale computer based materials handling central control system.
 - Plant start-up and commissioning services.

u Contracts

Preparation, negotiation, and administration - general conditions and commercial terms.

Terminal Elevator #1 (previously Canadian Government Elevator)

u Study

Major equipment upgrading and modernization program.

CMCEM’s Experience
Grain Handling, Storage, and Processing

5.1
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Project:  Facility Upgrade
Client:  Weyburn Inland Terminal Ltd.
Location: Weyburn, Saskatchewan, Canada

CMC Engineering and Management Ltd. was award-
ed the contract for project management, detailed 
engineering design, procurement, and automation 
software development for this facility upgrade.

u   Conceptual planning and flow sheet development to double overall throughput of the facility without            
       structural changes to the plant.  Project goals were to reduce operating cost, increase customer service 
       and company profitability, reduce risk of explosions through modifications to dust control system, and 
       improve quality and consistency of product.  All modifications had to be performed with minimum 
       interruption of operating facility.

u   Development of budget and minimum cost of the project.

u   Development of schedule for design, procurement, construction, and commissioning of the work.

u   Equipment procurement and construction contract tendering, negotiation, and award.  Contract   
      administration, cost control, and regular progress reporting.  Cooperation with Owner’s construction   
      supervisor.

u  Reconfiguration of existing grain cleaning equipment with new equipment to provided an integrated   
      system able to support increase throughput.

u  Design of new material handling systems to sustain throughput increase.  Major equipment installed   
     included addition of two new bucket elevators to separate cleaning and shipping functions and new chain  
     conveyors to replace existing shuttle type belt conveyors.

u  Installation of new bin top floor as original plant had none.

u  Conversion of all bin bottom gates to metering type gates.

u  Dust control upgrades to entire plant. New byproduct handling, storage, and loadout system.  New   
      central vacuum cleaning system.

CMCEM’s Experience
Grain Handling, Storage, and Processing
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Project:  Intermodal Freight Transfer Terminal
Client:  Coastal Containers Limited
Location: Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

Coastal Containers hired CMC Engineering and Man-
agement Ltd. to act on their behalf as project manag-
ers in the construction of their new intermodal freight 
handling in Vancouver, B.C.  They also retained CMC 
Engineering and Management Ltd. to design and imple-
ment all of the PLC and computer software required to 
operate the plant.

This facility, located on the Vancouver waterfront, performs transfers of bulk agri-products from rail to container 
mode.  Having been designed earlier by CMC personnel previously under other employment, Coastal Contain-
ers turned to CMC to finish the project.

In addition to the classic engineering and management work, CMC personnel assisted the client in the follow-
ing activities:

u   Site selection.
u   Negotiations for development permits (including defense presentations at City Hall).
u   Negotiations with shipping agencies.
u   Negotiations with rail agencies.
u   Design of specialized truck trailers.
u  All procurement and contracting work.

The site includes several innovative features allowing for efficient transfers with only two operating staff:

u   Dual rail line indexer control from one location.
u   Separate receiving hoppers for incompatible products.
u   Automated container loading system featuring custom designed truck trailers and winch hoisting system 
      (two lines operated by one operator).
u   Computer based batch tracking system linked to order creation and execution.

The site is also ready for expansion into direct hit transfers from rail to ship of specialty grains should the need 
arise in the future.

CMCEM’s Experience
Grain Handling, Storage, and Processing
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Project:  Plant Automation and Terminal Performance Upgrade
Client:  Saskatchewan Wheat Pool
Location: Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

CMC Engineering and Management Ltd. was select-
ed to prepare a Feasibility Study for a “Plant Auto-
mation and Terminal Performance Upgrade.”

u   The objectives were to increase system efficiency (from 35% for 70%) and reduce operating costs 
       accordingly.

u   These objectives were achieved in the Study to the Owner’s satisfaction. 

u   CMC has just been awarded the contract for the implementation phases of this work consisting of 
       preliminary engineering, project management, detailed design and commissioning.

u   This three year program started in mid 1999 and it is complete.

CMCEM’s Experience
Grain Handling, Storage, and Processing
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Project:  Terminal Upgrade
Client:  Agricore - Pacific Elevators Ltd.
Location: Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
Capital Cost:  $25 million Cdn (est.)

CMC Engineering and Management Ltd. was selected to 
prepare a Feasibility Study for the Performance Upgrade 
of the Pacific Elevators. 

u   The objectives were to reduce operating cost by 30% and increase throughput by 100% through process 
       flow restructuring and automation.

u   These objectives were achieved in the Study to the Owner’s satisfaction.

u   We are waiting for authorization to proceed with preliminary engineering.

CMCEM’s Experience
Grain Handling, Storage, and Processing
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Project:  Direct Hit Shiploader
Client:  Agricore - Pacific Elevators Ltd.
Location: Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

CMC Engineering and Management Ltd. was retained by Pacific Elevators 
to make modifications and put into service their direct hit unloading/ship-
loader system. 

u  When Agricore’s Vancouver terminal (PEL) was updated with a direct hit system, the new installation 
     featured a continuous belting conveyor/elevator.  The innovative installation had been chosen with the 
     aim of providing efficient, high throughput, material handling with low capital cost, minimal product 
     deterioration, and low dust generation.

u  Although generally successful, the new system was plagued with ongoing problems of premature belt 
     deterioration and product spillage, particularly when running at high throughput rates.  With the system 
     manufacturer unable to explain or resolve the situation, Agricore retained CMC to attempt to resolve the 
     problem.

u  After reviewing the available data and inspecting the equipment, CMC designed and installed a custom-
     built, video recording device that traveled through the conveying system as it operated.  CMC was able to 
     determine the location of the problem areas and to recommend modifications to alleviate the amount of 
     impact and wear on the belt.

CMCEM’s Experience
Grain Handling, Storage, and Processing
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Project:  High-Speed Grain Shipping Terminal
Client:  Mercury Terminal
Location: Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
Capital Cost:   $40 million

As part of the feasibility study for a new high through-
put, minimal service, export grain terminal in Vancouver, 
CMC Engineering and Management Ltd. was awarded 
the contract to carry out the pre-engineering portion of 
the work.

The performance requirement for the Mercury Terminal 
called for extremely high throughputs (10Mt/a or more) 
combined with the lowest possible capital and operating 
costs.  Added to these economic performance require-
ments were the need to build upon terrain that is quite 
inhospitable to the classic export terminal design.  (The 
site was located upon an artificial island in the middle of 
a shipping channel.)

The design for this terminal combined a number of innovative solutions with some well established ones to 
achieve the desired results:

u   Low profile dome storage with separate hoppers and floating foundations.
u   Multi-gate discharge system with automated profile leveling to minimize structural stresses.
u   High capacity flows (2,400 t/h per stream) without bucket elevators.
u   High capacity train indexing (2,400 t/h per stream) with batch or unit product capability.
u   Minimal operating personnel requirements (six staff including three shiploader operators).
u   Highly automated data links to all external contacts (clients, suppliers, shippers, rail transporters, and 
       regulatory bodies).

In order to supplement its range of expertise, CMC teamed up with Delcan Corporation and Lassing Dibben 
(Pacific) Ltd. to supply all aspects of the pre-engineering work:

u   Structural
u   Material handling
u   Mechanical services (including site drainage)
u   Geotechnical
u   Site preparation
u   Rail services
u   Process design
u   Electrical services
u   Automation services

Due to changing market conditions, the Mercury International Terminal was postponed, but the design con-
cepts contained therein, have continued to form the basis for the next generation of high speed, minimal
service export grain terminal.

CMCEM’s Experience
Grain Handling, Storage, and Processing
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Project:  High Speed Grain Unloading, Storage and Shipping Facility
Client:  Saskatchewan Wheat Pool
Location: Roberts Bank, Delta, British Columbia, Canada

CMC Engineering and Management Ltd. 
was retained by Saskatchewan Wheat 
Pool to provide a Feasibility Study for a 
high speed grain unloading, storage and 
shipping facility for Roberts Bank, Delta, 
British Columbia. 

u   The concept was to unload a unit train of 112 cars in one 8 hour shift and to load at 2,500 tonnes per hour 
       with a surge storage of 80,000 tonnes.

CMCEM’s Experience
Grain Handling, Storage, and Processing
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Project:  Barley and Malt Storage
Client:  Canada Malting Co. Limited
Location: Calgary, Alberta, Canada

CMC Engineering and Management Ltd. 
was retained to provide a Feasibility 
Study, Detailed Design and Project Man-
agement upgrading Canada Malting’s 
Barley Elevator in Calgary, Alberta.

u   Feasibility Study

A feasibility study indicated that plant capacity could be increased, operating hours reduced and staff reduced 
by introducing automation and other minor equipment upgrading.

u   Project Management

Services provided included equipment procurement, project administration, cost control, budgeting, expediting 
and construction management.

u   Detailed Design

Structural, material handling, piping, air handling, electrical, instrumentation and computer based control and 
MIS systems.

CMCEM’s Experience
Grain Handling, Storage, and Processing
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Project:  Barley and Malt Handling and Storage Facility Restructuring
Client:  Froedtert Malt Corporation (now ADM)
Location: Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA

CMC Engineering and Management Ltd. was 
awarded the contract  for project manage-
ment, detailed engineering design, procure-
ment, contract supervision and automation 
software development for this facility  up-
grade.

u  Conceptual planning and flow sheet development on three malt and barley storages completed.  Project 
     goals were improve quality and consistency of product, to reduce operating costs by 30%, and increase 
     customer service and company profitability by linking separate facilities together for the first time since the 
     plant was built.  All modifications to be performed with minimum interruption of operating facility.

u Development of budget and minimum cost of the project.  Cash flow projections and implementation plan 
     covering years from 1993 to 2000.

u  Development and updating of schedules for design, procurement, construction, and commissioning of the 
     works. 

u Equipment procurement and construction contract tendering, negotiation, and award.  Contract 
     administration, cost control, and regular progress reporting.  Complete responsibility for construction 
     supervision.

u Restructuring of existing barley and malt receiving, storage and shipping systems.

u Design of new material handling systems to sustain project goals.  All new equipment selected to provide 
     minimum damage to delicate malt products.  Award winning automated malt loader was part of project.  
     New trackshed and railcar cleaning infrastructure created centralized malt loadout facility.

u Conversion of all bin bottom gates to metering type gates.

u Dust control upgrades to entire plant. New centralized byproduct handling, storage, and loadout system.

u New hardware and custom designed software to provide automation capable of reducing manpower and 
     improving plant throughput.  Automated kiln pull implemented along with automatic steep-ins, and 
     inventory systems to name a few.

CMCEM’s Experience
Grain Handling, Storage, and Processing
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Project:  Berth 4/5 Redevelopment
Client:  Vancouver Wharves Ltd.
Location: North Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
Capital Cost:  $110 million Cdn (total project)

CMC Engineering and Management Ltd.’s initial consult-
ing assignment was to study new business opportuni-
ties for Vancouver Wharves Ltd.’s bulk cargo rail receiv-
ing and shiploading facility.

CMC provided both marketing and capital investment 
input into Vancouver Wharves’ long term planning 
process.  This process led to a decision to invest in ef-
ficiency enhancement of the existing bulk cargo busi-
ness, and to invest in the specialized material handling 
facility required for the agribusiness, specialty crop, 
shiploading market.

CMC was selected to design a new rail yard to accommodate 115 car unit trains, and a new agriproduct bulk 
rail receiving, weighing, storage, and shiploading facility.

Products to be shipped by the new facility included:

u   Sulphur and other bulk chemicals, 
u   Ore concentrates,
u  Agri products including alfalfa cubes, malt, peas and beans, and other grain commodities.

Achievement of the objectives for product handling costs required innovative design solutions to the rail yard 
design.  Spiral loop tracks were designed to provide sufficient track length to continuously unload up to
115 car trains in a very limited area.

Services Provided:

u   Conceptual design for restructuring rail handling for Berths 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.

u  Project management and preliminary engineering of infrastructures for Berths 1 to 5.

u   Preliminary and detailed engineering for new specialty grain handling facility.

u   Preliminary and detailed design of loop track rail yard and infrastructures for Berths 4 and 5.

CMCEM’s Experience
Bulk Materials Handling
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Project:  Grain Transportation and Terminal Cost Analysis
Client:  Canadian National Railway
Location: Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

CMC Engineering and Management Ltd. is providing 
transportation cost and terminal cost analysis for grain 
movement to the west coast. 

u   A number of terminal models were developed to compare handling cost in the Pacific Northwest.

u   This is an ongoing assignment.

CMCEM’s Experience
Bulk Materials Handling
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Project:  Dock Upgrading
Client:  Ports Canada
Location: Port of Churchill, Manitoba
Capital Cost:  $10 million Cdn (total project)

Senior personnel of CMC Engineering and Management 
Ltd. was responsible for the detailed engineering of this 
project. 

Services Provided:

u   Detailed design for new caisson foundations to stabilize the existing dock.

u   Detailed design of new fenders for the dock.

u   Upgrade of the dock surface.

u   Construction supervision.

CMCEM’s Experience
Bulk Materials Handling
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Project:  Barge Unloader and Shipping System Upgrade
Client:  Bunge Corporation
Location: Destrehan, Louisiana, USA

CMC Engineering and Management Ltd. was retained by 
Bunge Corporation to assist as specialist consultants to 
review and make improvements to their Barge Unloader 
and Shipping System Upgrade. 

u   This work is now in progress.

u   The barge unloading consists of a system capable of handling 3,000 tonnes per hour and shipping
       2 x 1,600 tonnes per hour.

CMCEM’s Experience
Bulk Materials Handling
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Project:  Upgrade to Alumina Storage and Weighing
Client:  Alcan (now Rio-Tinto Alcan)
Location: Kitimat, British Columbia

CMC Engineering and Management Ltd. was contracted to develop innovative means to recapture lost 
storage and to upgrade the throughput capacity of Alcan’s Kitimat plant alumina handling system. 

As part of its Kitimat plant-upgrading project, Alcan addressed some long-term problems with its alumina 
handling facility.  CMC was awarded a contract in October 2000 to develop concepts that accomplished the 
following:

u   Rejuvenate alumina silos to minimize ‘dead’ alumina storage.
u   Minimize or eliminate alumina agglomeration within the silos.
u   Remotely control/automate silo discharge gates and valves.
u   Improve the consistency and repeatability of alumina blending from silos.
u   Improve alumina inventory management/tracking capabilities.
u   Prevent water from coming into contact with alumina.
u   Prevent alumina dust from being released into the environment.
u   Improve the self-cleaning capabilities of alumina screening devices.

CMC visited the Kitimat Works between October and December 2000 to conduct site surveys and investigate 
these issues.  A number of working meetings were held with Alcan stakeholders to present/discuss remedial 
concepts suggested by CMC.  The final reports included general plans, recommendations and budgetary pric-
ing for:

u   Cleaning out and modifying the existing alumina silos.
u   Upgrading belt scales.
u   Replacing belt conveyors with air slide conveyors.
u   Modifying existing air slide conveyors.
u   Repairing water leaks in silos and conveyor tunnels.
u   Replacing alumina screeners.
u   Improvements in the automation..

CMCEM’s Experience
Bulk Materials Handling
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Project:  Westview Terminal Redevelopment
Client:  Pinnacle Renewable Energy Group
Location: Prince Rupert, British Columbia

In its quest to reduce its shipping costs, Pinnacle Renewable Energy Group hired CMC to help plan 
and develop its own shipment facility in Prince Rupert BC.

Currently under construction and scheduled to go into operation in the Fall of 2013 this new terminal will allow 
Pinnacle to substantially reduce its overall shipping costs; both the overland portion from its production plants 
and the marine portion to its clients in Europe and Asia. CMC worked with Pinnacle to find a suitable location 
for the new terminal and to perform the economic and feasibility studies.  Subsequent phases have included:
u   Environmental studies.
u   Public review.
u   Preliminary and detailed engineering.
u   Assistance in construction and the upcoming commissioning.

Built on the site of an abandoned grain terminal originally built in 1926, and located close to some of Prince 
Rupert’s prime domestic real estate, the project was subject to a particularly high amount of public scrutiny 
regarding dust emissions, noise and safety.

The terminal design includes numerous design features to minimise these concerns:
u   Low speed material handling equipment.
u   Fully enclosed material handling system (conveyors, bucket elevators and silos).
u   High capacity silo aeration and ventilation system.
u   Custom made, cascading spouts in the silos, chute work and on the shiploader.
u   Elimination of centralised dust control systems and concealment of aeration fans to reduce noise 
       emissions.

The project also included several ancillary projects such as:
u   Design of new facilities for two existing tenants on the project site and coordination of their transfer to 
        same:
 -   Crab fishing operation.
 -   Tug services facility.
u   Design of a new private railyard and negotiations with the local rail operator.
u   Negotiations with the local port authority.
u   Sourcing of specialised products and suppliers in the USA and England.

CMC is currently actively engaged on this project and looks forward to reaching  the culmination of the work 
as Pinnacle Renewable Energy brings in its first trains and ships to the terminal later in the year.
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Project:  Truck Dump Facility
Client:  Fibreco Export
Location: North Vancouver, British Columbia

In order to better serve local wood pellet producers 
Fibreco engaged CMC to develop a plan to allow the 
receipt of truck based shipments.

Positioned in a prime Vancouver Port area near the port entry, Fibreco’s business involves the transhipment 
of bulk wood by-products, in by rail, out by ocean going vessel with covered and uncovered storage facilities. 
Rapid turnaround of both railcars and vessels is key to the success of the facility.

Changes in the wood pellet business brought production facilities closer to the Vancouver area to the point 
where truck base shipments became a viable alternative to the traditional rail based units. In response to this 
new demand, Fibreco decided to offer a truck oriented receiving system to service this new clientele.

Because of space limitations and contention for the existing equipment routes in the Fibreco facility, CMC 
developed a receiving system that used an abandoned portion of the facility and connected to the exisiting 
material handling systems from the reverse direction of what was currently in use.

CMC also prepared a conceptual design for a high capacity bean ladder for use in Fibreco’s new wood pellet 
storage unit.
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Project:  RTI Phase I Storage Remediation
Client:  Houston Pellet Limited Partnership
Location: Prince Rupert, British Columbia

In 2006, Houston Pellet constructed the first phase of a wood pellet transhipment facility on Ridley 
Island in Prince Rupert, BC.  Three years later they realised that their high capacity steel storage silo 
was suffering from two ever-increasing problems; a loss of capacity and deterioration in product qual-
ity.

Houston Pellet called upon CMC to find a solution to their storage and quality problems.  A review of the flow 
characteristics of the transport systems and the silo geometry revealed several problems but most particularly 
the silo feed arrangement and the silo floor geometry.

The repairs and modifications developed for the silo included:
u   Removal of the trapped material in the silo.
u   Installation of a high capacity bean ladder to reduce product breakage and dust during the filling process.
u   Construction of wedged floors and transverse pyramids to improve outflow and achieve self-cleaning of 
       silo floor.
u   Replacement of discharge belt feeders with new laminar flow units to reduce breakage and dust 
       production.
u   Installation of a new higher efficiency aeration system to reduce self-heating and the subsequent product 
       deterioration.

A repair and improvement program was developed with the goal of minimising the plant shut down period.  
While product was rerouted to an alternate facility to allow the Prince Rupert plant to be shut down, work 
crews were assembled and organised to operate around the clock until the remediation work was complete.  
The sequence included:

u   Emptying of several hundred tonnes of lost material compacted in the bottom of the silo.  The material was 
       actually reloaded on to railcars and returned the Houston Pellet facility for reprocessing.
u   Construction of an 10.8 m high concrete retaining wall inside the silo.
u   Installation of 6200 tonnes of compacted fill to form the wedges and pyramids.
u   Finishing of the wedges and pyramids with a hand trowelled concrete coat.
u   Fabrication and installation the new internal equipment including the bean ladder and the aeration system
u   Removal and replacement of the central hopper’s discharge hopper and belt feeder.
u   All associated electrical and control work.
The entire process was accomplished in approximately six weeks.
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Project:  Wood Pellets Handling Facilities
Client:  Intrinergy (now known as Enviva)
Location: Richmond, Virginia, USA

As part of their business development plan Intrinergy had the opportunity to take over underutilised 
shipping facilities in Mobile, Texas, and in Wilmington, South Carolina.  Speed was of the essence in 
this work and CMC was engaged to provide a quick turnaround on feasibility, GA and cost estimate for 
these facilities.

Based upon some overall arrangements of the existing Mobile, Texas transhipment facility, CMC developed 
basic layouts and general arrangements for several potential solutions.  One of these was eventually retained
and priced out.  The system included:

u   New bi-level receiving building for truck dumping.
u   New inclined feed conveyor to top of silos.
u   Up to 60 000 tonnes of new storage (to be built in three phases).
u   New Storage recovery conveyors and adaptation of existing wood chip handling conveyors for shipping 
       purposes.
u   Adaptation of existing traveling ship loader to handle wood pellets.
u   Modifications to existing wood chip handling stackers to accommodate the addition of the new wood 
       pellet handling facility.

The Wilmington, SC facility used similar equipment configurations for the receiving and storage portions,
however, because the facility was basically empty, a new shipping stream and shiploader were added to the
project.
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Project:  RTI Phase 2: Shipping Facility
Client:  Houston Pellet Limited Partnership
Location: Prince Rupert, British Columbia

The second phase of Houston Pellet’s rehabilitation of their RTI terminal involved the rework of the 
terminal’s shipping system.

Houston Pellet’s shipping facility was piggy-backed upon a previously existing and underutilised coal
terminal. Although convenient at the time of the original establishment of the pellet shipping facility, this
marriage of convenience soon began to show its negative side. The basic characteristics of the coal handling
system proved to be too fast and brutal for the more brittle wood pellets. Even when fed at the more moderate
handling rates suitable for the pellet handling facility, the high product breakage rate was unacceptably
reducing the product quality and releasing inadmissibly high quantities of dust.

CMC designed a revised shipping system consisting of the following:

u   Modified belt loaders to the existing discharge conveyor.
u   New, dedicated, pellet handling conveyor from the discharge conveyor to the existing shiploader. 
       This conveyor was adapted to fit on the existing gallery carrying the coal conveyor.
u   Revised shiploader feed spout equipped with integral flow retarders (similar to a bean ladder).
u   New medium voltage variable frequency drive system for the existing shiploader conveyor.
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Project:  RTI Phase 3: Receiving and Shipping Systems
Client:  Pinnacle Pellets Inc.
Location: Prince Rupert, British Columbia

The final phase of Houston Pellet’s rehabilitation of their RTI terminal involved the rework of the termi-
nal’s receiving system and an increase in the storage capacity.

The receiving system suffered from a throttled, asymmetric feeder arrangement that prevented the transport 
system from consistently achieving its full capacity. Furthermore, an unfortunately placed bend in the transport 
conveyor created an undesirable spillage problem which further reduced the maximum transport rate.

CMC designed a revised transport system which realigned the existing transport system and introduced an 
en-masse conveyor between this belt conveyor and the receiving hopper. This new conveyor assured a sym-
metrical unloading of the receiving hopper and a cleaner loading of the main transport conveyor.  Although the 
escrow capacity of the receiving hopper was reduced, the efficiency of the new receiving system allowed the 
overall receiving thoughput to be increased.

The final improvement to the receiving system called for the construction of drip sheds upstream and down-
stream of the existing receiving pit to eliminate the ingress of water into the transport system.

In order to take advantage of changing market conditions, the plant needed to be able to handle shipping lot 
sizes of up to 30 000 tonnes of product. The existing land arrangement was not ideally suited to this type of 
expansion and the final design concept involved the addition of a dog-leg storage lineup which more than 
tripled the storage capacity to 35 000 tonnes. 
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Project:  Burns Lake Technical Assistance
Client:  Pinnacle Renewable Energy Group
Location: Burns Lake, British Columbia

Shortly after the commissioning of their new Burns Lake 
facility, Pinnacle encountered some technical difficulties 
with the raw material infeed section and requested CMC to 
assist in resolving the matter.

CMC investigated the matter and discovered that the transport system was having difficulty adapting to some
unexpected variations in raw product composition.  These variations were causing alternating surges and
starvations to feeders that normally handle continuous flows.

Modifications made to the infeed transport system included:

u   Segregation of different materials on the conveyors.
u   Addition of surge bins to provide escrow storage.
u   Re-arrangement of various components to improve product flow.
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Project:  AgPort Expansion and Relocation Feasibility Study
Client:  Prince Rupert Port Corporation
Location: Prince Rupert, British Columbia

The Prince Rupert Port Authority called on CMC to help them determine how to rework their existing, 
but underutilised Fairview.

Originally built in 1972 as a general break and bulk cargo facility, PRPA’s Fairview Terminal fell upon hard
times during the 1990s. Despite having three, deep-water, ice-free berths and being some 30 hours of sailing
time closer to the orient, the world wide demand for Fairview’s traditional break bulk cargo diminished to the
point where the facility was running at only a small and unsustainable percentage of its capacity. PRPA
opted to convert the Fairview terminal to a combined container terminal and specialty bulk material handling
facility and engaged CMC to study the way.

CMC studied several alternatives for the Fairview AgPort portion of the terminal and eventually selected one
as being the most favourable.  This option was then more fully developed in terms of design and probable
costs.  The basics of the terminal included:

u   Handling of both specialty grain products and wood pellets.
u   Up to 80 000 tonnes of storage in multiple, flat bottom, galvanized steel silos.
u   On-line sampling, weighing and screening processes.
u   Ability to load 20 and 40 foot containers.
u   Conversion of an existing wheel-mounted shiploader into a fixed position, quadrant style unit.  

Because the magnitude of the capital project would be dependent upon PRPA’s success at attracting
clientèle, CMC looked at variants on the basic design concepts that would allow for partial and sequenced
construction. The study also included the following supplementary tasks:

u   Probable capital costs.
u   Probable operating costs.
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Project:  New Tower Malthouse ‘E’
Client:  Canada Malting Co. Limited
Location: Calgary, Alberta, Canada
Capital Cost:   $80 million Cdn

CMC Engineering and Management 
Ltd. was awarded the contract for 
engineering and management ser-
vices, including engineering design, 
procurement, construction supervi-
sion, and commissioning, for this 
facility which represents state-of-
the-art malt germinating techniques.  
The process design includes many 
new and innovative features for the 
barley malting process.  Significant 
benefits in terms of reduction in 
production costs were achieved.

To provide product for a rapidly escalating domestic and export demand for malted barley, Canada Malting 
embarked on an accelerated program  in 1991 to design and construct a facility with an annual throughput of 
150,000 tonnes, with a projected “fast-track” completion date of third quarter 1993.

The facility consists of two concrete buildings, including the following physical features:

u   Eight storey cast-in-place steep/germinating tower, with steep tank and pre-germinating floors each of 
       530m2, and six germinating floors with a total area of 3,180 m2.

u   A clear span diameter of some 26m for each of the eight floors presented a challenge requiring also a new 
      and innovative approach to structural design.

u   Horizontal and vertical material handling systems of 200 tonnes per hour capacity of barley equivalent.  
       Total germination capacity of 1,620 tonnes for the six floors.

u   Moveable perforated floor, and loading/unloading machine for the steep and  pre-germination tanks.

u   Fixed perforated floor supported by structural concrete sub floor, with loading/unloading/turning machine, 
       on each of six germination levels.

u   Attemporation building area for mechanical/service support of 2,000 m2, with ventilation capacity of 
      125,000 CFM per compartment.

u   Two storey combination cast-in-place/pre-cast  kiln/service building, with drying floor area of 900 m2, and 
      800 m2 of mechanical space.  Each deck of the double-decked kiln provides a drying capacity of 300 
      tonnes per batch.  Each deck contains a fixed floor with loading/unloading machine.  
      The heating/ventilating system design capacity is 105 MMBTUHR at 900,000 CFM.

A high level of automation, controls, and communications is an integral part of the mandate for this project.
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Project:  Techno-economic Feasibility Study for Malt Plant
Client:  Fabcos - South Africa (internet search ‘Fabcos Malting House’)
Location: Johannesburg, South Africa

Fabcos retained CMC Engineering for the preparation 
of a techno-economic bankable feasibility study for the 
construction of a 100,000 tonnes per annum malt plant 
to supply malt to the major brewery in South Africa as 
well as the Sub-Saharan region.

The study covered the following topics:

u   Barley production.  

u   Team capacity building. 

u   Malt marketing plan. 

u   Site selection strategy. 

u   Technical feasibility. 

u   Economic viability. 

u   Barley and storage concepts. 

u   Transportation logistics. 

u   Implementation strategy. 

u   Preliminary design of the process. 

This project, valued at about $70 million, started in 2010 and is now in the final phases of financing and is 
scheduled for completion in 2015.
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Project:  Various (see following pages)
Client:  Canada Malting Co. Limited (now ConAgra Malt)
Location: Canada Wide (Montreal, Toronto, Thunder Bay, Calgary, and Vancouver)

A five year program completed in 1995 rationalized Canada Malting’s 
Canadian grain handling and processing facilities.  The master facility 
plan was created by CMC who then proceeded to design the changes and 
execute the plan.  Total cost of this project was Cdn$150 million.  The 
master plan included:

u   Upgrade grain handling and processing plant in Montreal.

u   Shut down Toronto plant and transfer capacity to Thunder Bay.  

u   Upgrade Thunder Bay to increase capacity by 30% and at the same time reduce manpower by 50%.  

u   Shut down two plants in Calgary.  

u   Upgrade Calgary grain receiving, storage, and cleaning facility.  

u   Build new grain handling, cleaning and shipping facility to service both rail and truck.  

u   Build new malt processing plant.  

The Calgary projects resulted in an increase in throughput of 60% with 50% less manpower.  Overall operating 
cost was reduced by 30% creating the most cost effective malt production complex in North America.

The major projects carried out for and services provided to Canada Malting are detailed on the following 
pages.
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Project:  New Malt Handling Facility
Client:  Canada Malting Co. Limited
Location: Calgary, Alberta, Canada

CMC Engineering and Management Ltd. was awarded the contract for 
project management, detailed engineering design, procurement, con-
struction supervision, and automation software development for this 
facility.

u   A new malt workhouse designed to handle all cleaning and shipping requirements on a single shift per 
       day/5 day per week basis, and with the following features:

 -   Selectable precleaning capabilities,
 -   Unattended transferring of new malt receipts on a round-the-clock basis,
 -   Direct transferring from malt cleaners to batch scales to rail cars and trucks.

u   New material handling systems on a network of overhead galleries and tunnels to integrate the new 
       facilities with the old ones.

u   Revised power distribution system including a new 15kV/600V substation.

u   Automation (plant operation, scheduling and MIS) of all new facilities and part of the old ones using PLCs, 
      personal computers, mini computers, and colour VDT MMIs.
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This multi-year endeavour involved fast-tracking of all activities in order to minimize the payback periods as 
well as the requirement to keep the plant operating while the modifications were being carried out.  This latter 
function required the need to carefully identify the disruption points to the plant operation and to retain contin-
gency plans for each of these disruption points.

As a result, the Project Management Services were particularly intensive and included the following activities:

u Budgeting

The project was divided into cost elements (WBS) at the onset of the job.  These elements were of manage-
able size (average of $100k) and detailed enough in their scope to allow accurate progress tracking and cash 
flow control.

Back up notes from the preliminary engineering stage were available for reference throughout the duration of 
the project in order to verify pricing results and to evaluate alternative solutions.

u Scheduling

Detailed project schedules were created using computer based project planning software.  Because of the key 
requirement to keep the plant running during these modifications, the work staging was particularly important.  
A site construction manager was brought on-line at the very early stages of the project and was involved, 
along with the plant operations personnel, in establishing the project schedule.  This schedule covered not 
only the overall logistics, but also, the details of the each cut-over activity.

These cut-over points represented the key activities where existing facilities would either be taken off-line or 
linked to newer elements.  The early planning of these activities allowed plant personnel to adjust their produc-
tion and shipping plans to allow for these disruptions while still meeting the plant’s pre-established production 
goals.

The details of the cut-over activities were scheduled on an hour-by-hour basis, with many of these activities 
carried out during the plant’s “off” hours.  In all cases, special attention was placed upon contingency sce-
narios: 

-   Back up routings or production methods,
-   Phased implementations in order to minimize the “bite size”,
-   Retention of old equipment as stand-by until performance was proven,
-   Identification of time targets representing “go/no go” decisions points.

Testing, start-up and commissioning (T/SU/C) were the subject of a separate detailed schedule with specific 
activities and personnel dedicated to these items.

As with all projects, certain technical, fabrication, construction and implementation problems were encountered 
enroute.  The early effort in planning the project’s activities in detail allowed these problems to be handled 
without any major disruptions to the schedule.

u Cost Control

The original WBS was established in order to facilitate cost estimating and to allow the owner to properly im-
pute the capital expenditures to various functional areas of the plant.  As with most industrial projects, the
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implementation of the work based purely upon the WBS elements would have been possible, but not terribly 
efficient. Procurement and construction packages were therefore established based upon the most cost-effec-
tive ways of carrying out the work.  In most cases, this implementation breakdown structure (IBS) cut across 
multiple WBS elements.  A WBS versus IBS matrix was therefore established in order to properly track the 
allocation of funds.

Monthly, progress reports were generated in the field with all tracking carried out on an IBS basis with appro-
priate holdback amounts assigned to each supplier and contractor.  These individual progress reports were 
consolidated into one overall progress report showing all pertinent data in the client preferred WBS format.  
Pertinent data for all elements included:

-   Budgeted amounts, 
-   Committed amounts,
-   Disbursed amounts,
-   Estimated final costs,
-   Variance amounts.

u Project Administration

The prime business of the client being the production of malt and not the running of major capital projects, 
they therefore turned to CMCEM to provide all of the necessary project administration services to run the proj-
ect.  These included:

-   Record keeping,
-   Set up and operation of project offices,
-   Procurement,
-   Expediting,
-   Invoice processing,
-   Stores management,
-   Project close out.

u Construction Management

Rather than hire a general contractor, CMCEM provided the necessary construction management services 
on behalf of the owner.  A full time construction manager was present to oversee all activities and to assure 
the rapid handling of problems as they occurred.  Technical support staff varied with the phase of the job with 
varying numbers of discipline-specific (structural, mechanical, electrical) field inspectors being used as the 
project evolved.

Testing, start-up and commissioning activities (T/SU/C) were carried out by a full-time, but short term, team 
dedicated to these tasks.  The team consisted of the technical staff responsible for the design of the plant 
supplemented by representatives from the suppliers and installers. This technique allowed for the most rapid 
resolutions of problems and the assurance that the original design objectives would be met. 

Although the construction manager had the responsibility for the day-to-day operations of the job, all devia-
tions (technical, cost, and scheduling) were cleared through the Project Manager (supported by the design 
staff).  This methodology required extra effort in terms of rapid turnaround of information and streamlined deci-
sion making.  However, by including the planner/designers in the implementation process, the occurrences of 
inappropriate (but usually well intended) deviations from the original design objectives were eliminated.
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Project:  Argo Project
Client:  Canada Malting Co. Limited
Location: Thunder Bay, Ontario, Canada
Capital Cost:   $20 million Cdn

Canada Malting Co. Limited consolidated production of several malting 
plants and simultaneously undertook to increase plant capacity to handle 
the additional load, reduce the number of shifts from 3 to1 and reduce oper-
ating  and maintenance costs.

CMC Engineering and Management Ltd. was awarded the contract to 
prepare a feasibility study to upgrade the plant and complete the detailed 
engineering design, procurement, construction supervision, and PLC and 
computer software development.

u   Modify, upgrade and automate the receiving and shipping systems.

u   Upgrade the barley cleaning and grading to permit unmanned operation.

u   Upgrading malt cleaning system.

u   Upgrading the plant infrastructure to comply with the latest codes and standards.

u   Automate the entire facility using PLC’s, personal computers, mini computers and colour VDT MMIS         
       with central control of plant operation, scheduling and management information systems.

Services Provided:

u   Feasibility Study

u   Project Planning

u   Technical Direction

u   Automation Software

u   Commissioning Services
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Project:  Hamlet
Client:  Froedtert Malt Corporation
Location: Portland, Oregon, USA
Capital Cost:  $100 million Cdn

CMC Engineering and Management Ltd. was awarded 
the contract for conceptual, preliminary, and detailed 
design for 150,000 TPA present and 300,000 TPA future 
malthouse, storage elevator, and infrastructure on a 
green field site.

u   Feasibility study and site selection.

u   Conceptual engineering for approximately 10 various 
       malthouse and grain storage silo designs.

u   Selection of general contractor through North American 
       wide request for proposals.

u   Negotiation of PP partnership agreement.

u   Negotiation of project delivery system to suit owner’s specific needs.

u   Detailed engineering for malthouse storage, infrastructure including rail, roads and underground services.

u   Preparation, issuing, evaluation of tender procurement documents for equipment (approx. $20 million).

u   Preparation, issuing, evaluation of construction tenders for piling, roads, rail, underground services, 
       foundations, superstructure, mechanical and electrical.

u   Evaluation of all tender documents.

u   Preparation and updating construction schedules (P3).

u   Project procedures manual.

u   Implementation of Project Management and Cost Control System (Expedition).

u   Environmental permitting for sewer, water, and air emissions.

u   Building permits.

u  Power distribution including 14.7/480 substation.

u   Complete plant automation including plant operation, scheduling, MIS.
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Project:  Genesis
Client:  Froedtert Malt Corporation
Location: Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA
Capital Cost:   $25 million

CMC Engineering and Management Ltd. was awarded the contract  for project management, detailed 
engineering design, procurement, contract supervision and automation software development for this 
facility  upgrade.

u   Conceptual planning and implementation of three malthouses.  Project goals were improve quality and 
       consistency of product, to reduce operating costs by 30%, and increase customer service and company 
       profitability by linking separate facilities together for the first time since the plant was built.  All 
       modifications to be performed with minimum interruption of operating facility.

u   Development of budget and minimum cost of the project.  Cash flow projections and implementation plan 
       covering years from 1993 to 2000.

u   Development and updating of schedules for design, procurement, construction, and commissioning of the 
       works. 

u   Equipment procurement and construction contract tendering, negotiation, and award.  Contract 
       administration, cost control, and regular progress reporting.  Complete responsibility for construction 
       supervision.

u   Design of new malt handling systems to sustain project goals.  All new equipment selected to provide 
       minimum damage to delicate malt products.

u   New green malt loading and unloading system for germination.

u   New hardware and custom designed software to provide automation capable of reducing manpower and 
       improving plant throughput.  Automated kiln pull implemented along with automatic steep-ins, and 
       inventory systems to name a few.
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Project:  New Fleximalt Compartment for Existing Malting Plant
Client:  Froedtert Malt Corporation
Location: Winona, Minnesota, USA

CMC Engineering and Management Ltd. was awarded the contract for project management, detailed 
engineering design, procurement, construction management, scheduling, cost control, and automa-
tion software development for the addition of a 63 foot circular fleximalt compartment to the existing 
fleximalt plant. 

Services Provided:

u   Study

Feasibility study involved the evaluation of circular compartment concept versus rectangular box.  The conclu-
sion is to construct a circular compartment attached to existing building.  This addition is fully automated using 
state-of-the-art computer technology.

u   Project Management

Services provided included equipment procurement, project administration, cost control, budgeting, expediting 
and construction management.

u   Detailed Design

Structural, material handling, piping, air handling, electrical, instrumentation and computer based control and 
MIS systems.  CMC also designed the turning loading/unloading machine for this application.
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Project:  Malthouse No. 2 Compartment Unloading Automation
Client:  Froedtert Malt Corporation
Location: Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA

Froedtert Malt Corporation retained CMC Engineering 
and Management Ltd. to retrofit a compartment unload-
ing system for their existing Malthouse No. 2.

Services Provided:

u  Study

Feasibility study involved the evaluation of the most effective and cost effective option for automating the 
unloading of 12 germinating compartments.  The result was to design a portable unloading machine that could 
be moved to each compartment and operated by a single operator.  The work also included the reworking of 
all steep barley transportation system and green malt handling.  This system is fully automated.

u   Project Management

Services provided included equipment procurement, project administration, cost control, budgeting, expediting 
and construction management. 

u   Detailed Design

Structural, material handling, piping, air handling, electrical, instrumentation and computer based control and 
MIS systems.
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Project:  Malt Plant Expansion and New Malt Plant
Client:  Heinecken, Holland
Location: Shanghai, Fuzhou, and Fujian in China
Capital Cost:  US$30 million

CMC Engineering and Management Ltd. was retained to provide a feasibility study for the expansion of 
a malt plant in Shanghai, China and for a new malt plant in Fuzhou, Fujian Province. 

Services Provided:

u   Conceptual Design

u   Preliminary Engineering

u   Site Selection and Assistance on Aquisition

u   Transportation Study
 
u   Marketing assistance 
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Project:  Malt Plant Complex Expansion
Client:  Hugh Baird & Sons
Location: Witham, England

CMC Engineering and Management Ltd. provided a Fea-
sibility Study for a major expansion of Hugh Baird’s malt 
plant complex in Witham.

u   Eight different alternative concepts were reviewed.

u   The preliminary design for one of the concepts was developed by CMC Engineering with the detailed 
       design carried out by a European design/build contractor.
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Project:  Existing Plant Review and Upgrade
Client:  Hugh Baird & Sons
Location: Witham, England

CMC Engineering and Management Ltd. was engaged to 
review and upgrade Hugh Baird’s existing plant.  

u   Report on plant upgrading.

u   Provide audit of conformance to safety requirements.

u   Plant performance assessment.
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Project:  New Malt Plant
Client:  Barrett Burston Int. Pty Ltd.
Location: Melbourne, Australia
Capital Cost: US$35 million (approx.)

CMC Engineering and Management Ltd. was retained to 
provide a Feasibility Study and Conceptual Engineering 
for a new malt plant to be constructed in Europe.

u   Plant capacity 90,000 to 136,000 tonnes per annum.

u   The detailed design was provided by a European design/build contractor.

u   The plant is now complete.
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Project:  Develop & Operate Bulk Foodgrains Handling, Storage & Transport Facilities
Client:  Adani Agri Logistics Limited & Food Corporation of India (FCI)
Location: India
Capital Cost:   $250 million

Adani Agri Logistics Limited awarded CMC Engineering the contract to provide engineering and man-
agement services for the development and operation of bulk foodgrains handling, storage and trans-
portation facilities under BOO arrangement for Circuit 1 and 2. 

Description of Services Provided:

u   Review FCI/Adani PPP agreement under BOO contract.
u   Develop functional specifications for development of all facilities for approval by FCI/Adani.
u   Develop preliminary engineering of all facilities, infrastructure, business, operational, computer and safety
       systems.
u   Review detailed design and oversee construction.
u   Develop technical specifications for procurement of all mechanical, structural, electrical, operational and
       computer systems.

The project envisaged the restructuring of the merchandising, storage, transportation and distribution of 
foodgrains (wheat and paddy) using collection (base) depots and distribution (field) depots all linked by rail-
way.  New, custom designed, dedicated, rail wagons are used to transport the foodgrains in bulk form from the 
base depots to the field depots.  

Faced with a lack of local expertise in advanced grain handling, Adani turned to international sources and se-
lected CMC Engineering and Management Ltd. for assistance.  Faced with an extremely tight schedule and a 
dearth of experienced local suppliers, CMC prepared general arrangements and specifications to allow Adani 
to fast track its procurement phase while detailed design carried on independently.  Using international suppli-
ers for the specialized equipment and local construction expertise, the project was pulled back on schedule.  
The major equipment was supplied mainly from North America (USA and Canada) and Europe (Germany).
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The total storage capacity built is 600,000 tonnes with an initial throughput of approximately 800,000 tonnes 
per annum.  The collection depots would be located in foodgrain producing regions such as Moga and Kaithal, 
and the distribution depots would be located in consuming regions such as Navi Mumbai, Chennai, Coim-
batore, Bangalore and Hoogly. FCI’s plans called for private BOO of these facilities, with FCI guaranteeing 
volume and handling rates for twenty years.  In late 2005 FCI floated tenders for its two pilot projects.  Eventu-
ally, both contracts were awarded to the Adani Group, a well established logistcs company headquartered in 
Ahmedabad. 

With the bulk of the procurement process under control, Adani and CMC turned to the critical logistics of build-
ing, and commissioning seven separate facilities simultaneously, as well as the problem of having to hire and 
train staff for this entirely new business.  CMC prepared the detailed functional descriptions and design docu-
ments to transfer this technology to Adani and to local Indian engineers and contractors.

Technical Highlights:

Circuit Number 1 Base Depot: Moga:      200,000 tonnes of storage
   Field Depots: Chennai:     25,000 tonnes of storage
     Coimbatore:     25,000 tonnes of storage
     Bangalore:     25,000 tonnes of storage

Circuit Number 2 Base Depot: Kaithal:      200,000 tonnes of storage
   Field Depots: Navi Mumbai:    50,000 tonnes of storage
     Hooghly:     25,000 tonnes of storage
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Project:  Due Diligence Technical Report - Grain Storage Projects (Punjab & Sindh)
Client:  IFC - World Bank Group
Location: Project 1 - Punjab, Pakistan and Project 2 - Sindh, Pakistan

IFC retained CMC Engineering as 
lead consultant for the preparation of 
a due diligence technical report for 
grain storage projects in Punjab and 
Sindh in Pakistan.

These projects have now been approved for launching by the respective governments and IFC is now pro-
ceeding with the RFP phase to select successful operator(s) under PPP-BOO agreement for both projects.

The due diligence technical reports included the analysis of the following areas:

u   Analysis of existing grain handling system and supply chain costing.

u   Analysis of losses in the existing grain handling system.

u   Financial analysis of existing grain handling system.

u   Site selection for bulk storage facilities.

u   Proposed strategy for bulk storage facility.

u   Design criteria for bulk storage facility.

u   Proposed design philosophy.

u   Propose business models.

u   Preliminary environmental and social impact assessment.
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Project:  Pre-feasibility Study for Countrywide Maize Storage in Zambia
Client:  IFC - World Bank Group
Location: Countrywide - Zambia

IFC retained CMC Engineering as technical consultant to study economic feasibilty of upgrading pres-
ent maize supply/value chain. 

This project has just been completed and is awaiting Government of Zambia approval to proceed to the next 
phase.  The economic/technical pre-feasibility study included the following topics:

u   Review of existing maize supply chain.

u   Review of existing supply chain economics.

u   Commercial issues and merchandising.

u   Strategic solutions for storage addition.

u   Cost/benefit analysis for the rehabilitation of existing obsolete concrete storage silos.

u   Estimated capital costs and concession fees.

u   Cost/benefit analysis for government to operate the supply chain for food security.
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Project:  Master Concession Agrmt under PPP Contract for Planning Commission - GOI
Client:  IFC / Government of India  
Location: Countrywide - India

IFC retained CMC Engineering to provide technical as-
sistance to the Government of India Planning Commis-
sion for the development of a Master Concession Agree-
ment to be used for 2.0 million tonnes of grain storage 
projects throughout India. 

This project has just been completed and the services provided included:

u   Technical guidelines and design standards for bulk storage depots.

u   Technical requirements for bulk storage depots.

u   Performance standards for bulk storage depots.

u   Design standards, codes, and other requirements.

u   Grain sampling, weighing, and testing standards & procedures.

u   Start-up, testing, and commissioning.

u   Site layout, process flow diagrams, functional block diagram, and general arrangement drawings.

u   List of drawings, specifications, and documents to be provided by the Concessionaire.

u   Terms of reference for the independent expert.
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Project:  Foodgrains Collection in Rural India - Punjab
Client:  Punjab State Co-op Marketing Federation (Markfed) & Cdn Int’l Dev (CIDA)
Location: India

CMC Engineering was awarded the contract 
for a techno-economic feasibility study 
to develop foodgrains collection storage, 
processing and distribution in the State of 
Punjab. 

The major objectives were aimed at the following:

u   Develop options for a modern, privately owned grain handling and merchandising model suitable for the
      State of Punjab that could be replicated throughout various districts in Punjab and adjacent states.

u   The model(s) must be economically viable and implementable within the framework of a heavily
      government-subsidized system.

u   The model to be applied in the District of Ludhiana or Moga in the market area of Baghapurana or
      Khanna, which have the largest wheat arrivals in the range of 120,000 to 160,000 tonnes.

u   Maintain or improve price paid to farmer for good quality wheat.

u   Millers would initially be the exclusive clients of the new facility.  Millers would be supplied with
      consistent quality wheat at a price comparable to that paid at the present time for FAQ.

u   Value added services would be supplied at a price for premium/high quality wheat, cleaning, laboratory 
      services, procurement services and on-time delivery.

u   Identify partner for PPP agreement.

The study was concentrated in the State of Punjab and particularly in three large districts:  Ludhiana, Moga, 
and Sangur.  The focus was to analyse the foodgrains collection infrastructure, the foodgrain losses, storage 
facilities, transportation infrastructure, employment, and environmental issues.  The demographics of the study 
area were analysed with regard to density, literacy, and workforce.  The agricultrual profile was reviewed in 
terms of cropping density, climate, land use classification, and operational holdings together with cropping pat-
terns, irrigration, fertilizer consumption, and yields.  The storage capacity was tabulated together with market-
ing arrivals at Mandis, and the corresponding procurement patterns for private consumption and for the central 
pool.

Several economic models with various storage capacities were developed and analysed ranging from 75,000 
to 150,000 tonnnes. Business plans were developed and MOU prepared for Markfed to negotiate the JV 
Agreement with private sector investors.
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Project:  Feasibility Study for Establishing Agri Export Zones for Potato in Punjab, India
Client:  Punjab State Marketing Federation / Canadian Int’l Developm. Agency (CIDA)
Location: Punjab, India

Punjab State and CIDA retained CMC Engineering for 
the preparation of a techno-economic feasibility study to 
develop agri export zones in various cities in the State 
of Punjab. 

The objectives of the study were the following:

u   Research general market information.
u   Evaluate existing supply chain logistics.
u   Identify possible sites for food parks.
u   Develop various options for storage and processing facilities.
u   Investigate import and export marketing forces.
u   Planning of backward raw material procurement network.
u   Planning of forward linkages with potential suppliers.
u   Provide site design.
u   Investigate government subsidies.
u   Design marketing plan.
u   Identify partner for PPP agreement.
u  Develop financial pro forma for the project.
u   Investigate gender equity and EIA.

The scope of work of the study included the following:

u  A marketing study,
u   A technical feasibility study, and
u  A financial feasibility analysis.

The project was completed in 2002, at which time Markfed entered into a PPP agreement with a private inves-
tor for the implementation of the project.
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Project:  Feasibility Study on Cold Chain Logistics for Fruits and Vegetables
Client:  Central Warehousing Corp (CWC) / Canadian Int’l Development Agency (CIDA)
Location: Punjab, India

Central Warehousing Corporation awarded CMC Engineering the preparation of a techno-economic 
feasibility study to develop a Cold Chain Logistics system for fruits and vegetabels for the Northern 
corridor feeding into the Delhi market. 

The objectives of the study were the following:

u   Research general market information.
u   Evaluate existing produce networks.
u   Identify possible sites for cold storage.
u   Develop various options for storage facilities.
u   Develop method for maintaining raw material flow.
u   Investigate import and export marketing forces.
u   Planning of backward horticulture procurement network.
u   Planning of forward linkages with potential suppliers.
u   Provide site design.
u   Investigate government subsidies.
u   Design marketing plan.
u   Identify partner for PPP agreement.
u   Develop financial pro forma for the project.

The scope of work of the study included the following:

u   A marketing study,
u   A technical feasibility study, and
u   A financial feasibility analysis.

The project was completed in 2004, at which time CWC entered into a JV agreement with a private investor 
for the implementation of the project.
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Project:  New Integrated Semolina Mill and Pasta Plant
Client:  Prairie Pasta Producers
Location: Estevan, Saskatchewan, Canada
Capital Cost:  US$60 million (estimated)

CMC Engineering and Management Ltd. was retained by 
Prairie Pasta Producers to provide a Technical Feasibil-
ity Study and Conceptual Design for a new integrated 
500 t per day semolina mill and pasta plant to be built in 
Southern Saskatchewan and North Dakota.

u   This task is complete.

u   CMC is now waiting for approval to proceed with preliminary engineering.

u   Prairie Pasta Producers are negotiating durum price structure with the Canadian Wheat Board.
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Project:  Flour Mill and Pasta Plant
Client:  Pasta D’Aurum
Location: Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

CMC Engineering and Management Ltd. was retained by Pasta D’Aurum to provide technical feasibility 
and conceptual design for a new integrated 600 t per day semolina mill and pasta plant to be located in 
Swift Current, Saskatchewan.

u   This project is now undergoing the financing stage and an approval is expected shortly.
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Project:  New Feedmill Facility
Client:           CanGro Processors Ltd.
Location: North Battleford, Saskatchewan, Canada
Capital Cost:   $17 million

CMC Engineering and Management Ltd. was awarded 
the contract for project management, detailed engineer-
ing design, procurement, scheduling, cost control, ad-
ministration, construction management, commissioning, 
and automation software development for this facility. 

u   Greenfield site development providing for future truck washing and rail spur additions.

u   A new feedmill tower to provide 150,000 tonnes/yr. pelleted hog feed

 -  1,000 tonnes working bin storage
 -  300 tonnes loadout bin storage
 -  1,500 tonnes outside grain/ingredient storage (expandable)
 -  54 tonnes/hr. batch weighing/mixing post grinding
 -  3 tonne mixer
 -  Allowance for two pelleting lines with expanders
 -  3 tonne loadout weigh lorey
 -  Full plant control/automation
 -  Allowance for future beef ration batching line and bins
 -  Allowance for additional loadout bins

u   Ancillary facilities

 -  Electrical room
 -  Boiler/maintenance room
 -  Two storey office structure
 -  Office computer network and equipment
 -  2,000 sq.ft. expandable warehouse area

u   Automation interface with plant management, accounting, least cost formulation and farm    
       management systems.
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Project:  Feedmill Facility
Client:  ProForm Feeds Inc. (now Unifeed)
Location: Chilliwack, British Columbia, Canada

CMC Engineering and Management Ltd. was awarded 
the contract for project management, detailed engineer-
ing design, procurement, contract supervision and 
automation software development for various upgrades 
and additions to this facility.  

u   New pellet mill expander installations in two existing pelleting lines.

u   New warehouse designed for flat bulk or palletized bag storage.

u   Grain cleaning system upgrade.

u   New 3 t/h hydrothermal pilot plant installation within the existing infrastructure.

u   Upgrading an existing grinding system to increase capacity by 30%.

u   Automating a second grinding line to improve efficiency.

u   A new 10 t/h extruding tower complete with pregrinding and liquid coating capabilities.

 -   Multiple supply routing and interfacing.
 -   Routing distribution control to multiple locations.
 -   New boiler installation.

u   A new automated bagging facility incorporating new bins, product screening, liquid coating and routing 
      control interfacing with various production areas.

u   Various projects upgrading and stream lining dry and liquid ingredient flows, bin usage, and plant/site 
      areas.

u   Automation (plant operation, scheduling and MIS) of all new facilities and part of the old ones using PLCs, 
      personal computers, mini computers, and color VDT MMIs.

u   Feasibility studies for phased implementation of replacement facilities for dairy line and pig/poultry 
      production.

u   Feasibility studies for a new pet food manufacturing plant.
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Project:  Fish Feed Manufacturing Plants
Client:  Moore Clark Co. (Canada) Inc.
Location: Vancouver, British Columbia, and St. Andrews, New Brunswick, Canada

  

Engineering and construction services to two Moore-Clark fish feed manufacturing plants in Vancou-
ver, British Columbia

u   Engineering and Construction

 -   New automated plant on reclaimed site (as joint venture with Sullivan Strong Scott).
 -   Single line extruder.
 -   Allowance for future pelleting or extruder line.
 -   Semi automated bagging line.
 -   Warehouse and amenities addition.

St. Andrews, New Brunswick

u   Design, Engineering and Construction

 -   New automated plant on greenfield site.
 -   Single line extruder.
 -   Modular design to accommodate future expansions.
 -   Semi automatic bagging line.
 -   Warehousing.
 -   2 storey office complex.
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Project:  Various Feedmills and Petfood Plant
Client:  Cargill Grain Company, Martins, Canada Packers Shur-Gain
Location: Camrose and Calgary, Alberta, and Truro, Nova Scotia, Canada

  

  Design and construction services  
  for various feedmill and petfood  
   plants. 

Cargill Grain Company
Feed Mill
Camrose, Alberta

u   Design and Construction
 -   New automated 50,000 tonnes per year feedmill facility on greenfield site.

Martins
Dry Extruded Petfood Plant (6 t/h)
Calgary, Alberta

u   Design and Construction Supervision

Canada Packers Shur-Gain
Feedmill (20 t/h)
Truro, Nova Scotia

u   Construction Supervision 
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Project:  Various Projects
Client:  Canada Packers Inc.
Location: Wetaskiwin, Calgary, Edmonton, and Red Deer, Alberta and Winnipeg, Manitoba, 
  Canada

Design, installation, engineering, and construction services for several Shur-Gain Division facilities.
Wetaskiwin, Alberta

u   Design and Installation
 -   Steam rolling and automated molasses blending system, complete with storage facilities.

Calgary, Alberta
u   Design and Installation
 -   Steam rolling system incorporating pre-aspiration and scalping.
 -   Auto batching and routing system.

Edmonton, Alberta
u   Design, Engineering and Construction
 -   New automated feedmill, 50,000 tonnes per year.

Red Deer, Alberta
u   Design and Construction
 -   24,000 tonnes per year feedmill facility.

Winnipeg, Manitoba
u Design and Installation
 -   Steam rolling, grinding, and molasses mixing systems.  
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Project:  Upgrade of Feedmill
Client:  Ralston Purina Canada Inc.
Location: Strathmore, Alberta, Canada

Design engineering and construction services to Ralston Purina for their Western Distribution Center 
in Strathmore, Alberta.  

Design Engineering and Construction

u   To upgrade feedmill into a distribution center.

 -   Renovate process facilities.
 -   Incorporate bulk scale into receiving system.
 -   Construct new warehouse incorporating new 2 storey office facility.
 -   New automated bagging system complete with mini palletizer.
 -   New liquid block batch plant.
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Project:  Expansion of Feedmill
Client:  Buckerfield’s
Location: Abbotsford, British Columbia, Canada

Design and supervision services for Buckerfields’ major expansion of their feedmill in Abbotsford. u 
Design and Supervision

 -   Upgrades to process facilities.
 -   Loadout system expansion.
 -   New maintenance building.
 -   New warehouse with automated bagging system.
 -   Addition to receiving storage and associated equipment.
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Project:  Feedmill Expansion
Client:  Strathmore Feed Service
Location: Strathmore, Alberta, Canada

Engineering and project management services to Strathmore Feed for their feedmill expansion. 

u   Engineering and Project Management

 -   Automated batching and continuous mixing, pelleting, and loadout additions.
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Project:  New Batching Facility
Client:  Claresholm Feed Service
Location: Claresholm, Alberta, Canada

Design and construction services for Claresholm Feed’s new batching facility. 

u   Design and Construction

 -   New storage, grinding, and batching facility to supplement the existing feedmill.
 -   Continuous blending addition for beef rations.
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Project:  Various Feedmills and Soyameal Plant
Client:  Various International
Location: South Africa, Mauritius, Singapore, and Malaysia

CMC Engineering and Management Ltd. provided design and construction services for various inter-
national feedmills and a soyameal plant.

Feedmill (20 t/h)
Upington, Cape Province, South Africa

u   Design and Construction

Feedmill (50 t/h)
Johannesburg (Isando), South Africa

u   Design and Construction

Feedmill (20 t/h)
Guibles, Mauritus

u   Design and Construction

Feedmill (20 t/h)
Kuantan, Malaysia

u   Design and Construction Management

Extruded Soyameal Plant (6 t/h)
Malacca, Malaysia

u  Design 
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Project:  Premix Batching and Mineral Protein Blocking System
Client:  Innisfail Producers Limited
Location: Innisfail, Alberta, Canada

Design and construction services for Innisfail Producers Limited.

u   Design and Construction

        -   Premix batching and mineral protein blocking system incorporated into an existing warehouse 
             structure.
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Project:  Mobile Passenger Gangway for Pointe-à-Carcy Terminal
Client:  Québec Port Authority
Location:  Québec City, Québec, Canada

Competing against an international field of suppliers, CMC successfully teamed up with a local fab-
ricator from Québec City to win the contract for the design and fabrication of a mobile passenger 
gangway for the port’s new Pointe-à-Carcy cruise ship terminal.  The award came after two rounds of 
bidding representing varying options for the terminal.  In both cases, CMC presented highly innovative 
solutions capable of meeting the project requirements at competitive prices.

Situated in the famous “Basse Ville”, the Pointe-à-Carcy cruise ship terminal provides the cruise ship based 
visitor an unprecedented entry point into this prime historic site.  The presence of the venerable old structures 
as well as a nearby dwellings required the use of architectural details to “dress up” the gangway in order to 
minimize its visual impact.  Other features of the project include:

u   Multi-motor hydraulic drive system with longitudinal and transverse travel capabilities.

u   Removable flooring system to reduce snow load effects during winter storage.

u  Folding SAB system to minimize encroachments over the water during vessel movements.

u   Simultaneous entry/egress at both ground level and at an elevated concourse level.

u   Fast tracking project approach in order to meet an accelerated delivery schedule.

u  Articulated tower arrangement allowing travel over sloping terrain.

This mobile passenger gangway was commissioned in late May 2002.
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Project:  Passenger Gangway System for Northland Cruise Dock
Client:  Prince Rupert Port Authority in Partnership with the City of Prince Rupert
Location:  Prince Rupert, British Columbia, Canada

Situated near the historically named Cow Bay, Prince Rupert’s new Northland Cruise Terminal utilizes 
a custom designed and fabricated Passenger Gangway System.  Spanning nearly 40 metres each, its 
two ramps reach out over the water to the floating mooring dock and automatically adjust for tidal ac-
tion to maximize passenger comfort.

Located on the Northern British Columbian coast, Prince Rupert has long been a favourite enroute stop for 
passengers on the scenic Alaskan cruise route.  Although blessed with breathtaking scenery, historic land-
marks and a temperate climate, the port’s facilities needed an update to more comfortably handle the newer 
and larger vessels built in the early 2000s.  Recognizing the mutual benefit of a continued cruise industry pres-
ence, the Prince Rupert Port Authority and the City of Prince Rupert formed a partnership to meet this chal-
lenge and to expand the city’s cruise business.

The new Northland Cruise Facility features a large floating dock connected to the land based terminal via two 
long (39 metres each) inclined ramps arranged at 90 degrees to each other, and passing through an interme-
diate support tower.  As the floating dock follows the tide movement, the Passenger Gangway’s control system 
authomatically adjusts the elevation of the intermediate platform in order to maintain the same slope on the 
two ramps.

Other notable features include:

u   Rolling bogie with swivel connection at the floating dock in order to minimize swell effects on the gangway 
       structure.

u   Equipment platform mounted over the intermediate landing to minimize space requirements yet 
      camouflaged from view under normal conditions.

u   Designed to withstand accidental submersion under storm conditions.

CMC teamed up with a BC fabricator to provide design/build services based upon the client’s general arrange-
ments and concepts.  Using computerized three-dimensional modeling, CMC proceeded directly from general 
arrangements to shop drawings and was able to verify all machine motions and interferences prior to fabrica-
tion.

This unit was put into service in May 2004.
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Project:   Canada Place Mobile Passenger Gangways
Client:  Port of Vancouver
Location: Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

Based upon its successful track record, CMC Engineer-
ing and Management Ltd. has been retained to provide 
full design, inspection, and commissioning services for 
new gangways to be located at the prestigious Canada 
Place cruise ship facility.   This is a recent picture of 
the MPG being barged from the fabrication shop to the 
Canada Place pier.

The Port of Vancouver, once again, called upon CMC to design six new gangways.  This time, for Vancouver’s 
prime cruise ship facility, Canada Place.  With expansion plans for the terminal on the board and with existing 
gangways reaching the end of their useful lifespan, the port called for six new units with several new features:

u   Extended vertical reach (increased from 8.5 metres to 12.1 metres).
u   Narrow overall width to allow operation on the older wharf.
u  Aluminum construction to minimize weight on the older wharf.
u   Replacement of all hydraulic components with synchronized electrical drives and actuators.

All of the other features of the Ballantyne Pier facility MPGs (flexibility, safety, and speed) are to be carried 
over to these new units.

These new gangways are under construction and scheduled for operation during the 2002 cruise season.
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Project:  Mobile Passenger Gangway
Client:   VVV Antwerpen
Location:  Antwerpen, Belgium

CMC Engineering and Management Ltd. was selected internationally to provide planning, design, and 
field services for the fabrication of a mobile passenger gangway located in the heart of the old portion 
of Antwerpen.  The ability of this twentieth century machine to adapt itself to this venerable environ-
ment was highly lauded by the local press.

In 1997, CMC put into operation a unique mobile passenger gangway in the picturesque older section of the 
Port of Antwerpen.  The uniqueness of the setup comes from its location within this old part of the city cen-
tered around the famous Grote Markt and the Steen.  This area serves as a focal point of Antwerpen’s tourist 
trade and a prime consideration for the new facility was its ability to integrate into this centuries old environ-
ment with a minimum of disruption.

Being a port of call as opposed to a home port, Antwerpen requires that passengers transit to ground level 
as opposed to an upper concourse level.  Thus, the land side gangway access is located on a 200 year old 
cobblestone covered wharf giving immediate access to the city’s amenities.  The gangway project included 
remedial work to these cobblestones in order to retain the esthetics of this heritage site while meeting the nec-
essary safety requirements for the passenger movements.

Other highlights of the project include:

u   Standby electrical and hydraulic systems for power failure.
u   The machine is designed to withstand the regular flood conditions that occur on the Schelde River.
u   Purchase of removable fendering system.
u   Design of penning facility for standby mode.
u   One-man operation for engagement and disengagement.
u   Unattended operation after setup.
u   Planning services for subsequent project phases involving full home-port facilities.
u   Onsite testing and commissioning services including successful testing by Lloyds.
u   Onsite training of maintenance and operating personnel.
u   Coordination of activities in Antwerpen from Vancouver.
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Project:  Ballantyne Pier Mobile Passenger Gangways
Client:              Port of Vancouver
Location:  Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

CMC Engineering and Management Ltd. provided de-
sign, inspection, and commissioning services for these 
new state-of-the-art mobile passenger gangways.

In 1993, the Port of Vancouver retained CMCEM to design and supervise the fabrication of two, large, au-
tomated mobile passenger gangways (MPGs) for its new Ballantyne Pier cruise ship facility.  The lucrative 
Alaska cruise trade is an important player in the Port’s and the city’s businesses and the design criteria 
included requirements for appearance, passenger comfort, and safety, as well as adaptability to a large variety 
of vessels.

These new machines met all of the design criteria and exceeded the expectations for overall engagement and 
disengagement performance.  In comparison to previous machines, these new MPGs require only a two-man 
crew and less than half of the time.

Notable technical features of these MPGs include:

u   Operating envelope (for ship’s door) of 10.2 metres vertical x 2.0 metres horizontal.
u   All wheel drive with 3 speeds forward or reverse.
u   All wheel steering with three modes (normal, parallel, and quick rotate).
u   Computer controlled with remote access and digital display for rapid troubleshooting.
u   Fully instrumented including monitoring of stress levels at critical joints.
u   Fully automated ship-tracking function to allow unattended operation after setup.
u   Lightweight design.
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Project:  Ballantyne Pier Towable Gangway and Passenger Transport System
Client:  Port of Vancouver
Location:  Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

CMC Engineering and Management Ltd. provided planning, design, inspection, and commissioning 
services for a new passenger handling system for the Ballantyne Pier north berth.

u   In its continuing development of the Ballantyne Pier facility, Vancouver Port opted to increase its container 
       handling capacity by relocating one of the facility’s cruise ship berths away from the terminal proper.  Al
       though the long-term plans call for an extension of the terminal building, an interim solution was required 
       to allow the transfer of passengers to and from the vessel and the building.

u    Vancouver Port Corporation retained CMC to investigate the options.  The work included preliminary 
       designs, costing and simulations of passengers movements.  The final report recommended the use of a 
       large towable ramp unit, rented ground transportation, and minor modifications to the existing terminal.   
       The existing mobile passenger gangways were retained.

u  The towable gangway (TG) was innovative in its ability to be rapidly deployed by the use of standard 
        tractor units already in use at the facility.  The resulting system blends in with the existing facility and cost 
        less than one third of the terminal extension option.
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Project:  Mobile Passenger Gangway
Client:  Port of Canaveral
Location:  Canaveral, Florida, USA

CMC Engineering and Management Ltd. was retained to 
provide planning, design, and budgeting services for an 
upcoming cruise ship facility passenger gangway.  The 
local climatic conditions and architectural guidelines 
provided a set of stringent requirements.

Requirements for the Port of Canaveral’s gangways included several unique parameters:

u   Shallow ramp slopes (1:12) to meet American Disabilities Act requirements for wheel chair access.
u   Hurricane force winds.
u   Completely enclosed and air conditioned ramps for maximum passenger comfort.

The resultant design included numerous innovations such as:

u   Two independent rail mounted towers with interconnecting ramps.
u   “Fly-by-wire” synchronization of five lifting mechanisms.
u   Light weight fiberglass cladding with glass inserts.
u   Cable-guyed ramps to minimize weight transfers to the terminal building and the vessels.
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Project:  Ballantyne Pier MPG Support Services
Client:  Port of Vancouver
Location: Vancouver, British Columbia, Canad

CMC Engineering and Management Ltd. provides on-call support services to assure the continued 
operation of Vancouver’s Ballantyne Pier cruise ship facility.

The nature of the cruise ship facility operation requires that the passenger gangways be available 100% of the 
time; fatal breakdowns or errors in operation of the machines need to be serviced in under one hour in order to 
maintain schedule and safety requirements.

Since 1995, when the terminal opened, CMC has provided high-end service to Vancouver Port for the ongo-
ing support of the Ballantyne Pier mobile passenger gangways.  A team of specifically trained personnel is put 
on a rotating schedule to cover on-call service during the cruise season.  Equipped with laptop computers and 
cell phones, these personnel provide the following:

u   Pre-season check out and maintenance review.
u   Operator training and re-certification.
u   Ongoing programming changes for client requested enhancements.
u   Remote dial-in facility for time critical debugging (response time under 10 minutes).
u   Onsite assistance for more critical problems or problems involving physical repairs.
u   End of season check out and preparation for off-season storage.

CMC has also provided supervision services during the 1999 season when an accidental fire partially de-
stroyed one of the mobile passenger gangways.
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Project:  Passenger Unloading Options for Pier 21
Client:  Halifax Port Authority
Location: Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada

CMC Engineering and Management Ltd. prepared a Report outlining passenger unloading options for 
Halifax Port Authority’s Pier 21 cruise ship facility.

Halifax’s historic Pier 21 is to Canada what Ellis Island is to the USA.  Once the main gateway for immigrants 
from Europe in the early 20th century, Pier 21 fell into the background of the action as immigration paths 
shifted to air travel.

As the burgeoning cruise ship industry discovered the picturesque city of Halifax, the local port authority found 
itself resurrecting the defunct Pier 21 facility.  A new museum of local history, a renovated market place and a 
fair dose of “face lifting” turned the venerable, but aging facility into an attractive portal for vacationing tourists.

As part of their upgrading program, the Halifax Port Authority turned to CMC to evaluate and recommend 
options for the passenger handling systems.  At the time, the system consisted of aging ramps and rostrums 
requiring large amounts of man-power and equipment to operate.

CMC’s was instructed to evaluate all possible solutions from the simplest and least costly all the way to the 
new state-of-the-art automated gangways.  

The project evaluated:
u   Current and projected visits.
u   Concurrence of visits.
u   Vessel geometry relative to apron levels.
u   Equipment and labour costs.
u   Methods for recovering initial capital costs.

The study investigated numerous options and retained six for consideration.  Of these six, CMC recommended 
two; an inexpensive adjustable rostrum and ramp arrangement, and secondly, a small, automated gangway 
system.  HPA eventually opted for the former solution.
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CMC Engineering Group Limited
300-1160 Douglas Road
Burnaby, British Columbia
Canada, V5C 4Z6

Tel: (604) 294 6483
Fax: (604) 294 0457

Email: info@cmceml.com

Mr. Lucio Sacchetti
President & C.E.O.
Email: lsacchetti@cmceml.com

Mr. Michel Vander Noot
Vice President, Electrical Engineering
Email: mvandernoot@cmceml.com

CMCEM’s Contacts
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